“

digital video surveillance,
computer system
security, consultancy

Your security is your responsibility
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identity
card
Abbreviated name of company: Pales d.o.o.
Trademark: OPUS Sec©
Registered office: Kongresni trg 5, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia / SLO - EU
Telephone: +386 (0)599 302 19
Telephone: +386 (0)31 378 996 / +386 (0)40 226 328
E-mail: info@opus.si / opus.design@opus.si / Website: http://www.opus.si
FB: https://www.facebook.com/SkupinaOpus
Central registration number: 5695686 / Tax number: 54867894 / ID for VAT: SI54867894
Basic company capital: 7,500.00 EUR
Date of first entry in court register: 1992
Date of most recent entry in court register: 11 April 2006
District Court Ljubljana, registration file number: 1/33984/00
Transaction account: SI56 03138-1086483113 SKB BANKA
Director: : Pavle Okorn
Deputy: Gal Okorn

CERTIFIED

Holders of the globally
recognized certificate:

GSEC
GIAC Security Essentials Certified

Holders of licence:

Mobotix

Agents for software:

Nagois, Milestone

Security-Vision-Systems

X

MOBOTIX
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activity
Pales d.o.o., with its trademark Opus Sec®, brings together many years of experience of
information technology and covers activities in the fields of:
 video surveillance systems,
 computer system security,
 consultancy

MISSION, VISION, AIMS
Our company slogan is Odkrijmo Pot Uspeha Skupaj (We find the path to success together).
On the basis of many years of experience, knowledge and trust gained, we develop high
quality services and guarantee our clients satisfaction and straightforward business relations.
Our vision and aims strive to instil security systems into the citizen’s consciousness, in the
awareness that protection is our everyday.
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why?
As our slogan puts it:
“Your

security is your responsibility!”

Thefts from vehicles 4.9 %
Theft of vehicles, mopeds, scooters 0.5 %
Thefts from the person 2.4 %
Robbery 1.6 %		
Attempted break-in 1.4 %
Household burglary 2.5 %		
Bicycle thefts 5.9 %		
Vandalism against vehicles 11.1 %

The aforementioned percentages are averages, with a 95 % confidence interval.

Graph 1: Share of persons or their households harmed at least once, by type of crime, Ljubljana 2008 and 2001. As
is evident from Table 1, the phenomenon of victimisation in Ljubljana increased from 2001 to 2008 with almost
all types of crime. The share of persons who were victims of vandalism to vehicles increased the most. In 2008 they
were between 8.7% and 13.5% (95% confidence interval) and in 2001 between 5.1 and 6.8%. The share of victims
of bicycle theft also increased considerably. In 2008 in Ljubljana they were between 4.9% and 7.7% and in 2001
between2.3% and 3.7% (source SURS: Pilot questionnaire on victims of criminals,2009)
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Which camera is suitable?
... ?

“

solution!
The advantages of our services are professionalism, competitiveness, integrity of trust
and an integral offer:
 we advise professionally
 we plan sensibly and prepare a proposal of a suitable system
 we implement the system
 and we inform you about the legal basis and teach you the use of systemic solutions
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monitoring
security
systems
OctOpus software for monitoring system security enables care for your video surveillance
system and network:
 system administration
 system testing
 testing the proper functioning of the equipment
 monitoring and a reporting system
 monitoring the system again possible abuse
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and what are
our advantages?
The advantages of our services are:
 professionalism
 competitiveness
 integrity of trust
 integral offer of knowledge and linkage to this
 regular professional training
 use of our products over many years of practice
 use of foreign tested products in practice
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references
References refer in entirety to setting up video surveillance systems:
 in the URBAN MUNICIPALITY OF KOPER (in addition to the city also Taverna Koper,
Praetorian Palace Koper), throughout the URBAN MUNICIPALITY OF PIRAN, 
all hotels belonging to ISTRABENZ TURIZEM D.D. (Palace, Mirna, Neptun, Slovenija,
Riviera),  hotel KEMPINSKI PALACE PORTOROŽ,  HOTELI BERNARDIN D.D.
PORTOROŽ,  ISTRABENZ PLINI D.O.O. (Sermin, Maribor Bohova),  ATOTECH
SLOVENIJA d.d.,  ENERGOGROUP D.O.O.,  PROJEKT IP d.o.o.,  FINALI
TRADING D.O.O.,  SREDNJA GOSTINSKA IN TURISTIČNA ŠOLA RADOVLJICA,
 PORTING D.O.O. - MARINA V IZOLI,  MARINA KOPER D.O.O.,  ZAVOD ZA
ŠPORT KRANJ,  KOMPAS YACHTING D.O.O.,  ARKUS D.O.O.,  TERME KRKA
D.O.O. - PE STRUNJAN,  GIMNAZIJA ŠENTVID,  IMP PROMONT-ELEKTRO
D.O.O.,  PORSCHE KOPER,  LAMA D.D.,  LIP BLED D.O.O.,  LIP BOHINJ
D.O.O.,  … as well as smaller companies and individual clients.
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Location:

URBAN MUNICIPALITY OF KOPER

Description:

In addition to new buildings, the town also has a protected architectural
heritage, which presents us with a challenge in the context: “How 		
to install video surveillance in an area where often neither drilling 		
nor digging up the ground are allowed?” The answer lay in the 		
exploitation of existing architectural, urban and infrastructural 		
elements, in which we carefully placed the video surveillance with 		
the right choice of system, which also satisfied aesthetic parameters.
We thus established an interaction between the aesthetics of the 		
architecture and technology, which can be supplemented and also 		
linked to other users and other technological systems.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive Pales d.o.o.
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KRANJ
NOVA
GORICA

CELJE

MARIBOR

MURSKA
SOBOTA

LJUBLJANA
NOVO MESTO


Location:

URBAN MUNICIPALITY OF KOPER – old town core

Description:

In addition to new buildings, the town also has a protected architectural
heritage, which presents us with a challenge in the context:
“How to install video surveillance in an area where often neither 		
drilling nor digging up the ground are allowed?” The answer lay in the
exploitation of existing architectural, urban and infrastructural 		
elements, in which we carefully placed the video surveillance with 		
the right choice of system, which also satisfied aesthetic parameters.
We thus established an interaction between the aesthetics of the
architecture and technology, which can be supplemented and also
linked to other users and other technological systems.

Photos: Google Earth, ArchivePales d.o.o.
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Location:

GASWORKS at SERMIN KOPER AND
BOHOVA MARIBOR

Description:

Business and industrial objects primarily have two functions to the
fore in video surveillance – monitoring and discouragement. In 		
the first, the security system is used for investigating unwelcome 		
events and review by the competent services of what actually 		
happened; in the latter, the discouragement of people, because they
are aware of the presence of video surveillance and put on their best
behaviour.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive Istrabenz d.d.
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Location:

MARINA KOPER and MARINA IZOLA

Description:

Security and protection is not what a tourist visitor has at the front of
their mind when they’re relaxing. So the responsibility of tourist 		
providers is that much greater, because security and protection are
of key importance for ensuring quality in tourism. More than any
other economic activity, the success or failure of a tourist destination,
provision or tourist service depends on the capacity to ensure a safe
environment for the visitor.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive Porting d.o.o., Archive Marina Koper d.o.o.
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Location:

URBAN MUNICIPALITY OF PIRAN

Description:

In addition to new buildings, the town also has a protected architectural
heritage, which presents us with a challenge in the context: “How 		
to install video surveillance in an area where often neither drilling 		
nor digging up the ground are allowed?” The answer lay in the 		
exploitation of existing architectural, urban and infrastructural 		
elements, in which we carefully placed the video surveillance with 		
the right choice of system, which also satisfied aesthetic parameters.
We thus established an interaction between the aesthetics of the 		
architecture and technology, which can be supplemented and also 		
linked to other users and other technological systems.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive MO Piran
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Location:

HOTEL KEMPINSKI PALACE PORTOROŽ

Description:

Security and protection is not what a tourist visitor has at the front of
their mind when they’re relaxing. So the responsibility of tourist 		
providers is that much greater, because security and protection are
of key importance for ensuring quality in tourism. More than any
other economic activity, the success or failure of a tourist destination,
provision or tourist service depends on the capacity to ensure a safe
environment for the visitor.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive Hotel Kempinski Palace Portorož, Archive Pales d.o.o.
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Location:

BERNARDIN HOTELS

Description:

Security and protection is not what a tourist visitor has at the front of
their mind when they’re relaxing. So the responsibility of tourist 		
providers is that much greater, because security and protection are
of key importance for ensuring quality in tourism. More than any
other economic activity, the success or failure of a tourist destination,
provision or tourist service depends on the capacity to ensure a safe
environment for the visitor.

Photos: Google Earth, Archive Hoteli Bernardin d.o.o.
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